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Configuring your IDI Device

Your IDI device runs proprietary IDI (Input Device Intelligence) software on a Cortex based  32 
bit micro controller running 70 concurrent threads at 72MHZ.  As such it has virtually limitless input 
macro configuration capability. 

IDI technology provides "studio" control of input that is both micro specific and generically 
useful. 

The configuration process allows you to convert IDI's virtual state machine performance to 
specific command power that works directly with every game or application you play or use.

 

The following topics cover the steps to configure your IDI device:

Using the Configurator

Understanding the settings hierarchy 

Making the device settings

Making the configuration settings

Setting up Shift states

Making the button assignments
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Using the Configurator

Figure 1. The Configurator main page

Welcome to the IDI Device Configurator, a disk based application used to configure the:

● R2 Mark III Omnimouse ● Fragpedal II ● AMP 

The Configurator is not required for basic operation of an IDI device, which is managed by the 
on board IDI computer.  (IDI devices do not use conventional  software drivers.) 

However, the Configurator  is required to be active to support advanced IDI features like 
Application Awareness, sound and display feedback, and USB device integration.  While in 
advanced support mode the Configurator runs as a background application minimized to the 
system tray.   The Configurator application runs on the PC and must be installed on a PC drive. It 
can be installed on the hard drive, or for fully portable operations, on a detachable USB drive 
like a thumb drive..  

Getting familiar with the main page layout

Loading, exiting and unloading the Configurator

Checking the Configurator version

What are usage variables?

Using the embedded help system

Saving changes to settings
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Getting familiar with the main page layout

Figure 2. Configurator main page

A. Title Bar I. Shift 2 Selector 

B. Device Menu J. Property Of: Name

C. Configuration Menu K. Serial Number

D. Configuration List Box L. Total Distance 

E. Button Label M. Total Clicks

F. Configuration Name N. Time On

G. Button Assignment Menu O. Time Moving

H. Shift 1 Selector P. Save Button

Related Topics:

Changing the Configurator display font

Changing the Configurator background image
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Understanding the settings hierarchy

IDI devices are designed to operate with up to 30 configurations (collections of settings and 
button assignments) that are automatically synchronized with program use. Using IDI 
Application Awareness technology, settings in the device are automatically switched within 
milliseconds of entering the related programs, enabling seamless program-specific input 
customization. 

IDI devices employ a hierarchical system of settings to support this.

1. Device settings – IDI devices have several global or master settings that affect the overall 
use of the device.

2. Configuration settings – A configuration is the collection of settings for the device 
used with a particular game or application.  IDI devices support an internal library 
of up to 30 configurations,  each with a location in device memory. Configuration 
settings are used to customize the configuration process for individual program 
based configurations.  Settings include linking the configuration with program 
specific macro and alias files to display the related  input commands and macros. 

3. Shift settings - IDI device technology  features a “Shift” implementation for 
buttons that enables each physical button of the device to send several 
different commands within each configuration. IDI Shift functions can be 
assigned to buttons, and when these are pressed, alternate pre-programmed 
commands are sent by the other buttons. IDI 1.04  supports 3 Shift functions 
per configuration. which creates up to 4 independent commands for buttons 
for each configuration.

4. Button settings – The buttons under each Shift state of a configuration 
can have multiple triggers, and send multiple commands.  They can 
send single commands or launch complex macros that automate 
input.

Related Topics

Making the device settings

Making the configuration settings

Setting up Shift states

Making the button assignments
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Launching, Minimizing and Exiting the Configurator

The Configurator can be launched (opened) as needed to change your IDI device settings or 
macros.  You can configure your device, save it's settings, and then close.  Or you may prefer to 
leave the  Configurator  active but minimized to the System Tray to support advanced device 
functions.  

Launching the Configurator

The Configurator can be opened manually or automatically.  If the Configurator was 
active when you shut down your computer, it will launch and minimize automatically when 
Windows starts up, The Configurator icon will be present in the System Tray of the Windows Task 
Bar.

To Open the Configurator: 

1. Check the System Tray for the Configurator icon.  If present, double click to open the 
Configurator.

2. If the Configurator icon is not present in the system tray, double click the Configurator 
icon installed on your desktop by the installer.  

Figure 3: The Configurator icon

The Configurator will open, and show the Configurator icon in the tray.

To Minimize/Hide the Configurator:

1. When the Configurator is open, click on the Close button (the “X”) at the upper right 
corner of the Configurator window. The Configurator will minimize to the tray.

To Exit or Close the Configurator:

● Right click on the System Tray icon and select 'Exit'

OR

● From the Device drop down menu select > Exit
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Checking the Configurator version

The Configurator application version number can be accessed to determine the status of your 
IDI device software.

To view the Configurator version:

1. With the Configurator open, Right Click on the Title Bar (Its the blue bar at the very top of 
the window with the words “IDI Device Configurator”

2. From the drop down menu that appears,  Select the option at the bottom of the list 
“About OmniConfig...”.  A small window will appear with the Configurator version 
number.

Figure 4:The Configurator title bar menu

The Configurator application and the IDI device firmware are separate parts of your IDI device 
support that are usually upgraded together. The Configurator application and your IDI Device 
Firmware, though related, are separate pieces of software with their own version numbers. 

Figure 5: About the Configurator showing the Configurator application version 1.0.4.3

See Related:

Checking the firmware version
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What are Usage variables?

The bottom bar of the IDI Configurator main page displays usage information (“variables”) for 
the IDI device currently active.  IDI technology uses Usage variables to track and accumulate 
several kinds of use “measurements” for your device. These usage variables are tracked for the 
full life of the device, providing an odometer-like function.

Usage Variables Omnimouse Fragpedal II AMP

Time On = Total time the device has been on (not sleeping) √ √ √
Button Presses = Total count of the presses of all the buttons √ √ √
Time Moving = Total time the device (mouse) has been in motion √ √
Distance Moved = Total distance the device (mouse) has moved √ √

Notes:

1. The usage variables saved for the AMP represent the usage of the referenced USB mouse 
while the AMP is active.  The mouse will likely have more usage that is not indicated from 
stand alone use.

2. The Configurator must be active (in minimized support mode) to record usage values for 
IDI devices.  

3. Usage values are saved internally in device memory and are not editable or erasable.

Related Topics:

Locating the device serial number
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Using the Embedded HTML Help System

The Configurator uses .HTML help pages to display information about the features, options, and 
selections available with your IDI device.  When you select any button assignment option from 
the mouse, keyboard, scroll, or macro menus, a corresponding help subject will appear in the 
help window.  

Notes:

1. In the upper right corner of each help file is the link “Help Home”.  Click on this to open 
the Help Menu.  It includes help on using the various IDI devices, editing macros, and 
other subjects related to configuration.

2. The help files are stored in the /html directory.  They are user editable.

3. Macro help files include help on how to use the macros, and how to edit them for your 
customized use.

Figure 6. Configurator main page showing HTML based help window

Related Topics:

Updating content files
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Saving changes to settings

Whenever you make a change to a setting of your IDI device that requires a device memory 
save, the Save button at the bottom right corner of the main page will display highlighted 
(Yellow) to indicate recent changes need to be saved. 

Clicking on the Save button causes a flash memory save.

● It is not necessary to save each separate change if you are making several at a time.   

● In fact, it is better to save once (rather than frequently) per session as the device flash 
memory has a finite number of saves (approx 100,000)

● Just be sure to click on the Save button before leaving the Configurator. 

Saving configuration Property Changes:

When you make changes to support file associations and other configuration property settings, 
this information is also saved to device memory with the scripts and button assignments. 

● As long as the referenced files are present in the proper sub folders, your IDI device can 
restore the environment so the next configuration session is identical to the last.  

● Your IDI device home folder (with full programming capability) can be moved to any 
computer if you use a portable (thumb) drive to host it.  

1 Aliasfile.txt the index file for the mouse, scroll and keyboard commands

Macrofile.txt the index file listing the macros for selection

Bgimage.jpg the background image for the configuration page

sessionmacro.isi macro that specifies the non-button master settings

ApplicationName the .exe filename for the game or application associated

Related Topics:

Saving the device memory to disk
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Understanding IDI files: program files, content files, and device memory saves

Your IDI device uses 3 different kinds of files to support its operations.

Program files

These are the files that run the IDI device and manage its macro capability. 

File Location Purpose

Firmware ver.n. In device memory Device operating system

IDIConfig.exe C:\Program Files\GWS\IDI Device\ Manages device configuration and advanced 
system integration features

Gwsfilter.sys ..\filter\ Registers the USB devices

Content files
Content files are used to support the  IDI device configuration process and macro system. 

● They provide a variety of functions for setting up configurations with flexible assignment 
choices.  

● Content files are integral to advanced functionality of IDI devices,  most are not essential 
for basic IDI use.

● IDI devices come with basic content files, but you can also edit, download and create 
additional content files using online resources like IDImama.com. 

File Type Location Purpose

macro.idi ...\macro\ Macro instructions script files provide individual macro capability for buttons and other triggers

sessionmacro.isi ...\macro\ Non button macro instructions support session global settings like back lighting and sensitivity

bgimage.jpg ...\images\ Background image for the Configurator page hosting the configuration settings

aliasfile.txt ...\alias\ Index  file for the display of mouse, scroll, and keyboard commands for the referenced app.

macrofile.txt ...\macro\ Macro index file for listing the macros to be associated with and displayed with a particular 
configuration. Any file in the macro directory ending in “.txt” is considered to be  a macro index file.

help.html ...\html\ Provide context sensitive help documentation for configuration selections and operations

sound.wav ...\sound\ .wav files in this directory are resource sounds for use with macros that produce voice or sound 
cues

Device memory save files

IDI devices support a memory save operation where the device content memory can be saved 
to (and loaded from) a computer drive. (C:\)

"Content" memory contains:

● full code of macros saved to buttons and sessions

● all button assignments, button names and help file associations

● all device and configuration (up to 30) settings

A memory save file located anywhere on the PC can be used to instantly reprogram or restore 
previously saved settings.  

● Memory save files use an “idm”  extension. (ex. “OmniMemSave3.idm”) 

● Memory contents are saved in a compact binary format. 

Related Topics:

Managing device memory
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Updating the Configurator

Your IDI device is based on flash memory, which enables Internet based updating of the device 
firmware. Good Work Systems will make firmware upgrades available from time to time that 
correct issues and provide new features.  Device firmware upgrades also require upgraded 
Configurator support. so both the device firmware and the Configurator application are revised 
and included in each upgrade. 

To determine if there is an upgrade to your IDI device available:

1. Verify the version of your current Configurator application and or device firmware.

2. Check online at the www.gamingmouse.com IDI device support page, or at 
www.IDImama.com for the current version of the IDIConfig.exe and IDI device firmware.

To upgrade your IDI device firmware and Configurator:

1. Follow the directions in step 2 above to locate the upgrade download.

2. Download the upgrade to your desktop, and depending on the file type, unzip or run the 
installer and follow the install prompts. NOTE: There is no requirement to uninstall the 
current application, the upgrade will simply overwrite the needed files.

3. Once the Configurator is updated, plug in your IDI device and update its firmware 

4. Now that your Configurator and IDI device firmware are current, you may also want to 
check for updated content files.

It is recommended to routinely update your program and content files to help keep your IDI 
device updated and running smoothly, and so you don't miss out on new features or newly 
released content.

Hint: When updating your Configurator, (if there is an option) you can choose to download the 
file pak without sound, since the basic sound pack should be installed with the initial install.

Related Topics:

Updating content files
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Updating device firmware

Your IDI device firmware provides an operating system for the on board IDI computer which 
performs powerful input functions in the place of disk based drivers.  

● Because your IDI device is based on flash memory, this firmware can be updated over 
the Internet, even after you have purchased the device.  

● This enables the manufacturer to fix issues and add new features over time, enabling a 
“live” product that continues to “grow”.

To check your IDI device firmware version:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Click on the Device menu

3. Click on the selection “Properties”

4. Click on the General tab.  When it opens, the current firmware version is displayed in the 
bottom right corner

To update your device firmware:
1. Download and install the most recent version of “IDIConfig.exe”  
2. Open the updated Configurator and unplug any IDI devices.
3. Plug in the device to be updated.  A form will open showing the current firmware in the 

device and the current (newer) firmware available in the Configurator and prompt you to 
update the firmware.

4. Click yes and the firmware will be updated in the IDI device.  A progress bar will display as 
the process completes, taking about 10 seconds.  Do not unplug the device during this 
process.  When the process finishes, the device will be updated and ready for use.

Notes:
1. Device firmware updates do not affect the configuration settings  currently saved in the 
device. Configuration information is unaffected by a firmware upgrade.
2. However, if the firmware update made changes to functions or other components of 
IDIscript, it may be necessary to edit and re-load affected macros that may currently exist in 
memory. 

Related Topics:

Updating content files
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Updating content files

____d_

Your IDI device uses various "content" files that support the creation and use of customized 
configurations for your device. From time to time there will be updates for these files available 
from GamingMouse.com and other support sites (IDImama.com).

Files that you can update:

Sound Files:

Your IDI device has a folder for sound files.  These are individual sound files for sounds and words 
to use with IDI.  Many of the files are sounds, but most are a single spoken word, for use with 
macros that provide voice feedback.  (The default set of voice files from GWS feature a female 
Australian speaker.) You can easily specify one or more files to add voice command capability 
to your device.

● The directory is the home directory for sound files linked from macros. The directory must 
at the least, contain any .wav files referenced by macros in device memory.  

● It is helpful to have a selection of files that supply commonly used command words, and 
for that reason it is recommended that you ensure you have the default GWS sound pack 
installed in your device folder.  

● Additional sound packs will also be available for download. They are a resource for 
creating macros.

Macros:

Macro files provide unlimited customized implementations for your DI device.  A basic set of 
template, demo and desktop macros are installed with the Configurator.  Macros are useful for 
specific games and applications, and it is likely that you will add macros to your device, either 
from editing existing macros to create new ones, or downloading them from Macro content 
Support at IDImama.com and others.  

IDImama.com will host a download section for macros for current games and applications for 
download:

● Single macros in zip files containing the macro, its .html help file, and a readme file.  

● Sets of macros with supporting help files zipped and available as a single file download.

● Image, sound, and others

● game alias files 

Help files:

Your device uses a directory of .html help files. They support various configuration topics for use 
with the Configurator, as well as supply specific help for alias assignments and macros.   Each 
macro may have its own .html help file.  Generally these are updated together with macros so 
that new macros have accompanying help available. 

Alias files:

Alias files provide a very useful function in enabling your device to be configured directly to the 
commands and functions of a game or application.  Additionally, context sensitive help is 
provided for each game command to inform your configuration  strategy properly.

● Alias files are created to provide direct game command to device button configuration 
similar to console use.  

● They "plug in" to the Configurator and make your device directly programmable to the 
game commands and with game specific help.  

● You can have up to 30 configurations set up  in your device.  These can be swapped with 
memory save/loads.

You can check the IDImama.com Menu for the Alias and macro files currently hosted for 
download.

Images files:

Your IDI device also hosts an image folder that displays images used with the Configurator.

Images to be used for back ground for various configurations should be in this folder.  Other 
images for other components of the Configurator are also located  in this folder.

You can download individual back ground images for games and applications at 
IDImama.com,as well as image packs with multiple images that can completely re-skin the 
Configurator.

To manually add content files individually:

● Alias files: copy to C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\alias

● Macro files: copy to C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\macro

● CU Image files: copy to C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\images

● Sounds: copy to C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\sound

● Help files: copy to C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\html

Once you have installed additional content files, they will be available as a resource for your 
customization of the Configurator, your device, and your macros.

Related Topics:

Updating your device firmware and software support
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Making the device settings

Device settings are master or global settings for your IDI device that affect the overall operation 
of the device. 

● Omnimouse handling  

● Using the Fragpedal II  

The device settings are organized to support the following IDI system functions:

● Managing device memory  

● Accessing the device properties  

● Setting up the IDI Device Manager  

● Device Firmware  

● Device Usage  
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Omnimouse handling

Its not just a small round mouse. The patented R2 Omnimouse is a ergonomic 
reconceptualization of the desktop mouse as a finger held and operated device.

Figure 7: The R2 Omnimouse is held and moved directly by the fingers.

Finger Active Design: 
The  Omnimouse is only 2 3/8" wide across the grip, weighs a light 2.4 oz on the mouse pad, and glides on polished steel balls. It's 
designed to be easily moved and held by your fingertips as shown in the above images.  

The Omnimouse shape enables the fingers and thumb to move the mouse both with and without wrist movement.  This is  "finger 
active" design.  

Aligning your grasp:

The Centerline: Although circular, the Omnimouse has a "front" and a forward pointing sensor.  The mouse cord (on the 
Omnimouse) marks the front of the mouse.  The mouse is held by the fingers at a "sideways" centerline so that it "points" forward. 
This centerline of the Omnimouse is marked for visual and tactile reference: 

● "Hologram" circular Icons are located on each side of the mouse on the clear base at the centerline

● "Target" finger locators  are molded into the grip aligned with the centerline.

● "Tactile ridges" (raised plastic ridges) on the top surface of the clear skirt mark the centerline directly.  You can feel these 
ridges when holding the mouse at the centerline, allowing a positive reference. 

Holding and moving the Omnimouse:

The Omnimouse can be moved with typical hand and wrist movement, but its design also enables it to be moved primarily by the 
fingers, independently of the hand and wrist.

The most important fingers for movement are the thumb, middle finger and little finger. They form a 3 point brace similar to a tripod 
that allows the little finger to mechanically stabilize the movement of the mouse across the mousing surface.  The coordination of 
the thumb and fingers gives Omnimouse  movement a natural precision that improves and adds to typical hand/wrist control .

Thumb:

The thumb grasps the mouse at the centerline on the left side.  The thumb pushes the mouse up, down and to the right. 

Middle Finger: 
The middle finger holds the mouse opposite the thumb, over the right centerline icon, and operates grip button 5 by squeezing.  It 
moves the mouse to the left and up and down and forms the second leg of the tripod that holds and moves the mouse. Be sure to 
feel for the tactile ridge centered under this finger for correct location on the grip centerline.

Little Finger:

The  position of the little finger is extended on the desktop, where it forms the third leg of the "tripod "with the thumb and middle 
finger. The tip of the little finger should contact the desktop.  The little finger, pressing on the desktop. forms a movable brace for 
the movement of the other fingers. It also helps with hand and wrist movement by pushing or  pulling from the desktop during side 
to side hand movement.

Physiology: The little finger is connected by a major muscle system to the thumb, and it is ultra responsive to movements by the 
thumb. It coordinates motions that close the hand and bring the fingers together.  Despite it’s small size, it plays a big role as the 
end finger on the hand, where it can both pull and push the rest of the hand as well as its normal extension and contraction.

Ring Finger:

The ring finger has two alternating positions . 

● The first position is on the desktop, (as shown) in a slightly relaxed position, where it helps push the mouse to the right and 
steady it.

● The second position is on the base of the mouse directly behind the middle finger.  Here it can operate grip button  6 and 
assist the middle finger to move the mouse.  Positioned behind the middle finger the ring finger provides increased 
movement precision. when relaxed on the desktop it aids general movement stability.

Pointer Finger: 

The pointer (or index) finger is located directly over the primary (for right handed gamers) top button 3 where it rests lightly. It 
generally does not contribute to moving the mouse,  but is dedicated to pressing the top buttons.  It can rest lightly on a button 
while in use.

Button Pressing: The top buttons can be partially held down so that only a very small additional pressure is needed to actuate them. 
In effect, the buttons become extra sensitive, useful for sniping and other precision triggering.  Since the buttons do not require a 
mechanical  resetting, like conventional mouse buttons, they can be continuously depressed for quick “hair trigger” button 
operation

 Blade of hand:

The blade of the hand should rest comfortably on the mousing surface, with the little finger extended for firm contact with the 
surface.  When the blade of the hand rests on the mousing surface, it forms a brace and reference for finger driven mouse 
movement which improves precision  while reducing wrist movement.

DO

 Keep your little finger in continuous contact with the mouse pad. 

 Rest the heel of your hand on the mouse pad or desktop. 

 Keep your forearm motionless. 

Don’t

 Rest your hand on the mouse. 

 "Hover" your forearm. 

 Don't pivot your elbow or move your forearm from side to side. 

 Don't rest your wrist "flat down" on the desktop. 

Gaming (FPS and Action) HANDLING TIPS 
Smaller Movement, More Precision: 

The rule of "thumb" is to move the Omnimouse  within a small area where the motion is performed approximately equally by the 
fingers and wrist.

Finger sensitivity and  sensor sensitivity:  

Since your finger muscles are smaller and more precise than your forearm muscles (that move your wrist.) moving the Omnimouse 
with your fingers generally  "feels" more "sensitive" (than  another mouse with the same tracking setting.) That's natural, and this 
physical, muscular "movement" sensitivity is what will lead to more precise movement and aiming performance with increasingly 
smaller movements.  

Smaller movement is faster:

This is good for gaming because smaller movement (compared to your opponent) is faster movement.  Feedback from users is that 
800-1000  dpi is plenty on the desktop, but you should be able to turn up your game sensitivity anywhere between 2 to 4 times the 
default sensitivity and play comfortably.  The Omnimouse shape gives your fingers the opportunity to control, and their  fine motor  
skills  give you the advantage.
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Setting up the Fragpedal II

The Fragpedal dual pad foot pedal consists of 2 pads connected to a central control module 
which plugs to a USB port. 

Figure 8: Fragpedal II showing the default pad positioning
 

Locating the pedals:

1. Space the pads  on the floor so they are centered in front of each foot, with feet positioned for comfort. The  pads are connected 
to the control box with 16" cables, which allow the pads to  be spaced for individual comfort. A good spacing is approximately 
"shoulder width."

2. Ensure the pads are positioned in the  proper order. The buttons for the Fragpedal are numbered from right to left. Pad 1goes on 
the right and pad 2 on the left.  

● Pad 1 can be identified as the pad connected to the wire exiting the control module from the right when the USB cord exits 
to the top and the label side of the module is up.

● Pad 2 is connected to the wire exiting the left side of the control module.

Flooring type:

You can use the Fragpedal on any kind of flooring that is  clean and dry including carpet, wood, tile and others.  The pads are fully 
backed with rubber  for maximum resistance to slip.  If pads slip due to an active playing style and/or slippery floors,  the pedals may 
be taped  in place with removable tape.  

Shoes or barefoot?

You can use the Fragpedal with any footwear you prefer as well as without shoes.  Large heavy footwear tends to dampen the 
feedback from pressing buttons and isn't recommended for long periods of use.  Comfortable shoes like sneakers are a good choice. 
Sandals are not recommended.  Finally, socks or bare feet permit excellent mechanical feedback from button presses, and are 
comfortable with the soft buttons. You can press the buttons with a toe or the  ball of your foot . 

Buttons:

The Fragpedal buttons are a rubber membrane switch design similar to the buttons on a cell phone or calculator. They are 
unbreakable, have no moving parts, resist damage from liquids, and are user replaceable.

Button "click" feedback:

When pressed,  the buttons produce a  slight rubber "bump" instead of a  mechanical click.  This may not be noticed if wearing heavy 
shoes.  The button have no mechanical reset, and they can be partially depressed for "twitch" firing without any delay between 
presses.  

To enhance button press feedback, the Fragpedal IDI support software uses system sounds to provide button feedback with 
different "click" sounds for each button.  See the demo macros included with the Configurator.

Press lightly:

The button press distance is .020"  You should press the buttons with a toe or the  ball of your foot area. Press the buttons lightly, 
there is no performance improvement to pressing them heavily. The buttons are designed to offer a light resistance so that you can 
rest your feet lightly on the buttons without depressing them fully and "firing."  This enables "twitch" foot pedal action for very fast 
button pressing.  (Feet are just as fast as hands.)

Pressing buttons alternately:

To alternate use  between the 2 buttons on each pad, keep your foot centered  between the buttons, tap with the ball of your foot 
and pivot on your heel . 

Default button settings:

Button 1 (rightmost button) Left Click

Button 2 Right Click

Button 3 Scroll up

Button 4 (leftmost button) Scroll down

Home buttons:

Most right handed people are also "right footed" when using a foot pedal.  This means they will prefer to use their right foot for the 
left click.  This sounds confusing, but the name left click is just that, a name, for the primary mouse command.  It really has nothing 
to do with  "directions" or"sides" . The primary mouse command (which is Selection) was  historically called a "left click" because for 
right handed mouse users, the best finger for pressing buttons ( the index finger) was positioned on the left side  (and button) of 
the mouse.

Most right handed people will favor using their right foot, and will prefer the left click to be on the right pad.

Related Topics:

Manually resetting the Fragpedal memory
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Managing device memory

Your IDI device includes (8Mbit)of onboard memory resources for storage of programming and 
settings.

The IDI operating system allows you to save the on board memory to disk for backup purposes.

The Device menu contains commands to enable the following memory management 
operations:

Saving the device memory to disk

Loading the device memory from disk

Clearing the device memory
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Saving the device memory to disk

Your IDI device can save the contents of its user configured memory to disk for back up 
purposes. The operation saves the entire set of configurations (as many as 30) currently stored in 
the device to a single disk file.

● By re-loading memory save files, you can instantly  reconfigure your IDI device for a 
different set of 30 programs,

● You can create and save different sets of configurations for different purposes (gaming vs 
applications) and use them interchangeably.

● Memory save files give IDI devices an unlimited "library" of  customized game or program 
specific configurations.

To save the user configured contents of device memory to disk:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Unplug all IDI devices and replug the device to be backed up.

3. Click on the Device Menu

4. Click on the selection “Save memory to disk”

5. When the “Save As” file menu opens, navigate/enter a filename and click Save

The device configuration content will be written to the filename specified ( ".idm" file extension 
appended).

"OmniMemSave3.idm"

Related Topics:

Loading the device memory from disk
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Loading the device memory from disk

Your IDI device contains a function to load (overwrite) its current memory with a memory save 
previously saved to a disk file.  

The operation restores the entire set of configurations (as many as 30) written from the device to 
a disk file.

● By loading and re-loading memory save files, you can instantly  reconfigure your IDI 
device for a different set of 30 programs,

● You can load different sets of configurations for different purposes (gaming vs 
automation vs applications) interchangeably them easily.

● Memory save files give IDI devices an unlimited "library" of  customized game or program 
specific configurations.

You can easily re-load your IDI device memory from a memory file saved to disk.

To load a memory file from disk:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

6. Unplug all IDI devices and replug the device to be backed up.

2. Click on the Device Menu

3. Click on the selection “Load memory from disk”

4. When the “Open” file menu opens, navigate to the file location, select the file and click 
Open.

5. Click on the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The device memory will be overwritten with the saved configurations and the updated list of 
configurations in device memory will be displayed in the Configuration List Box.

Note:

The memory load operation does not clear memory, instead it overwrites it.  Reloading a 
memory save that contained only 3 configurations will result in the first 3 configurations in the 
device being overwritten only.  Any other configurations in device memory would be 
unaffected.

It you need to clear the device memory before reloading memory saves, you must do this 
manually. 

Related Topics:

Clearing the device memory

Saving the device memory to disk
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Clearing device memory

From time to time during configuration of your device you may choose to clear the complete 
device content memory.  Clearing memory ensures no information remains in memory from 
earlier configurations. This can resolve issues from possible faulty macros and the operation 
clears multiple configurations in one operation.

To clear device memory:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Unplug all IDI devices and replug the device that you wish to clear the memory

3. Click on the Device Menu

4. Click on the selection “Clear memory”

5. A confirmation window pops up.  Click on “Yes”  

6. Click the Save button on the main page.

The device memory will be cleared. and a single left and right click assigned to buttons 1 and 2 
in the first profile.  This enables the device to have basic functionality until you reprogram.

Related Topics:

Managing device memory
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Manually clearing your IDI device memory

You can use the IDI device manual memory clear procedure if you ever have a memory issue 
that prevents normal operation of the device.  One such event would be when the device is 
not recognized by the Configurator.  

In the event that you plug your device to the PC and the Configurator displays the "No IDI 
Device Connected" message you may choose to manually clear your device memory. 

Note: A manual clearing of memory will result in the loss of any device programming in memory 
and you will need to re-load or program the device after the manual memory clearing 
operation.

To manually clear the memory in your IDI device:

1. Ensure the Configurator is open by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the 
desktop shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Unplug any IDI devices including the device you wish to reset.

If the IDI device is an Omnimouse:

1. With the Configurator open on the desktop, press buttons 2 and 3 (the middle two 
buttons of the top 4) down together and replug to the PC. 

2. The Configurator main page should now show the Omnimouse (recognized)

3. Release the buttons

If the IDI device is the Fragpedal II:

1. With the Configurator open on the desktop, press buttons 2 and 3 (the left button of 
the right pad and the right button of the left pad) down together and replug to the 
PC. 

2. The Configurator main page should now show the Fragpedal (recognized)

3. Release the buttons

Figure 9: Fragpedal II showing numbered buttons 1-4 (from right to left)

● The device will be cleared of configurations except for a left click assigned to button 1 
and a right click assigned to button 2 to enable the device for reprogramming.

● You can restore the device settings by loading a memory save file from disk.  Its always a 
good idea to save your IDI memory to disk for this kind of backup.

● Additionally, you can re-create your configuration using the support files.

Related Topics:

Managing device memory
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Accessing the device properties

Your IDI device has a properties form with a General and Sensor1 tab.  (1If you have an 
Omnimouse.)

General Tab

This tab displays the basic hardware and manufacturing specifications for your IDI device. It also 
presents the firmware version of the device and a “Property of” field where you can enter your 
name. 

Related Topics:

Checking the Configurator version
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Finding your IDI device serial number

Each IDI device contains a unique serial number that is permanently stored inside the device. 
The serial number is used to register the device for support with the manufacturer, and can be 
accessed from the Configurator.

To view your IDI device serial number:

1. Unplug all IDI devices and plug the device to check.

2. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

3. The device serial will display at the bottom left of the main page, next to the "Property of" and 
owner name.

Related Topics:

Checking the firmware version

Checking the Configurator version
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Saving your name in device memory

The main page of the Configurator displays device ownership information (bottom left of form.) 
where you can display your name. You can access the "Property of" information displayed at 
any time from the device menu.

To enter your name in the “Property of” field:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Click on the device menu

3. Click on the selection “Properties”

4. Click on the General tab. When it appears, enter your name in the “Property of” field.

5. Click Close on the Properties form

6. Click Save on the main page

Your name is now saved in the device, and will display in the "Property of" field on the main 
page.
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Setting up the IDI Device Manager

IDI device technology supports integration of the plugged USB devices to enable combination 
Omnimouse or Fragpedal II + keyboard “input combos” to trigger IDI macros.  All IDI devices 
support integration with a USB keyboard.  You need register the keyboard once, it will then be 
available for "input combos" with both the Omnimouse and the Fragpedal I.

Note: The keyboard must be USB.  If you are using a PS2 keyboard, you can use an inline USB 
adapter to convert it for operation with IDI.

To Register your USB Keyboard with the IDI Device Manager:

1. Verify that the USB keyboard and the Omnimouse or Fragpedal II is plugged to the PC, 
and that the Configurator is open. 

2. Click on the Device Menu

3. Click on the selection “IDI Device Manager...” The IDI Device Manager window will open

4. The window should display 2 devices, the keyboard and a mouse.  The mouse device 
detected is the Omnimouse or Fragpedal II. Both devices will display "Not Installed" in a 
red font in the IDI Control Driver column.

5. Click on the keyboard USB device line and then click on the “Install” button.  A pop up 
form will confirm the change and notify that you must reboot to have the keyboard 
registration completed.  

6. NOTE: DO NOT click on install for the mouse device, which is the Omnimouse or Fragpedal 
II. Leave this line as it is.  ("Not Installed")

7. Click Close and then Click Save on the main form. 

8. Close the Configurator, shut down the PC and reboot.  

9. After rebooting, open the Configurator and complete the steps above to reopen the 
Device Manager form.  The keyboard entry  should now display “Installed” in a green 
font.

Figure 10: IDI Device  Manager window showing a USB keyboard properly registered. "Mouse" device is the IDI device 

The keyboard is now registered and synchronized with IDI. You can put IDI macros on keyboard 
keys and key combos, and watch keyboard activity for “combo” macro triggers with your 
Omnimouse or Fragpedal. 
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Making the configuration (game or application level) settings

A configuration is the combined settings, assignments and scripts for the device that are used 
together while working with a particular program.  

● Each configuration has a memory location in the device.  

● The configurations set in the device are displayed in the list box on the left side of the 
main page. 

● You can use a single configuration for any and all applications if you choose. 

● However, your IDI device allows you to use a different configuration with customized 
settings  for up to 30 different games and applications if you choose. 

Your IDI device has several customizable features that support creating customized program 
based configurations.

The following features and operations can be individually customized for each configuration:

Application Awareness

Alias file support

Macro index file

The configuration page background image

The configuration Session Macro

Back lighting (Omnimouse only)

Sensor Sensitivity  (Omnimouse only)
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Using configurations

To create a new configuration:
1. Click on the Configuration Menu
2. Select “New”  A “Configuration Name” form will pop up with a default name 

“configuration(number)”  Replace with your configuration name 
3. The configuration is created with a left and right click on buttons 1 and 2 respectively. 
4. Click on Save on the main page

To delete an existing configuration:
1. Select the configuration you want to delete by clicking on it in the Configuration List Box. 

The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.
2. Click on the Configuration Menu
3. Select “Delete”
4. A Confirmation Form will pop up.  Click “yes” and then click Close and Click Save on the 

main page.  The current configuration will be deleted and the configurations following it 
in the list box (if any) will be moved up to fill the empty configuration.

To rename a configuration:

1. Select the configuration you want to rename by clicking on it in the Configuration List Box. 
The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

5. Click on the Configuration Menu

6. Select “Rename”

7. A “Configuration Name” form will pop up with the current name highlighted.  Replace 
with new name.

8.  Click Ok and Click Save on the main page. 

Related Topics:

Making the configuration settings
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Customizing the Configurator appearance

You can customize the appearance of the Configurator in several ways. 

You can change:

● The IDI device image that displays in the center with locating lines to the button label 
fields. (Not covered in this guide)

● The Configurator background image (the entire area of the window), The Configurator 
can host a different image for each configuration, displaying each as the configuration 
becomes active by selection from the Configuration List Box.

● The button label font and style.  This is a global change that applies to all configurations.

Related Topics:

Selecting a background image for the configuration page

Changing the Configurator display font
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Selecting a background image for the configuration display

The Configurator can display a different background image for each configuration.  A different 
background image may be assigned to each configuration selected in the Configuration  List 
Box for display while it is active. (Selected in the Configuration List Box)

You can use program related graphics or screen shots to customize the way the Configurator 
looks with each of your configurations.

● The background image should be sized 940 x 590 pixels

● If the image is larger or smaller it will be scaled to fit by the Configurator software

● Although images of a range of sizes will scale and display properly on the Configurator, 
you should use images close to the default size to avoid  "redraw" sluggishness. 

To set a background image for a configuration:

1. Size an image and copy it to the /images/ subdirectory:

1. Select an image and resize it to 940 x 590 pixels or approx. (An 800x600 image will 
display nicely.)

2. The image may be a .jpg, .bmp, .png, or .gif format. 

3. Copy the image to the /images/ subdirectory

2. Select the image for display with the configuration:

3. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the 
desktop shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

4. Select the configuration you want to display the image by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

5. Click on the Configuration Menu

6. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

7. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings Tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

8. Click on the drop down list icon on the right of the background image field.   The list 
of images files in the /images/ sub folder will be displayed.

9. Select the background image you wish to display with the configuration from the list 
and click on the Close button on the Settings tab.

10.Click on the Save button on the main form.

The new background image is now selected and will be displayed whenever the configuration 
is active.

Related Topics:

Changing the Configurator display font
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Changing the Configurator button display font

You can change the font and font style of the text in the button labels displayed on the 
Configurator. 

You can change the:

● font

● font size

● font style (normal, bold, italic)

● font effects (strike out, underline)

● font color 

Changes to the button font display are global to the Configurator and will be displayed across 
all configurations.

To change the button display font:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Click on View and select "Button Font..."  A font selection form will pop up.

3. Select the desired font, size, style, effects, and color

4. Click Ok

The button label fonts are now changed to your selection.

Related Topics:

Selecting a background image for the configuration page
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Setting the Omnimouse back lighting brightness

The R2 Omnimouse IDI device features 3 back lighting LEDs with individual brightness controls.

● Each LED can be set from 0 (full off) to 15 (full brightness)  

● Adjusting the relative brightness of the R2's multi-colored LEDs can change the blended 
color of the back lighting.

● You can set the LED brightness independently for each configuration to create 
distinguishing back lighting effects that visually identify the configuration being used.

To set LED back lighting levels for a configuration:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to set the back lighting levels for by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

5. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings Tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

6. Click on the drop down list icon for each LED (left, middle and right) and set the desired 
brightness from 0(off) to 15 (full)

7. Click Close on the Settings Tab and click Save on the main page.

The LED brightness levels are now set for this configuration and will be applied whenever the 
configuration is active in the IDI device.

Related Topics:

Using back lighting patterns with Shift states

Using session macros
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Using Application Awareness

Application Awareness technology enables your IDI device to use the configuration settings 
associated with a program automatically whenever the program is used. 

When configured, Application Awareness will detect when an application is being entered 
(becomes active) and check to see if a configuration in memory has been associated with the 
program.  

● If so, the configuration is swapped in the device within 60 milliseconds

● If no configuration is specified for the program the current configuration remains active.

To configure Application Awareness for a configuration:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to synchronize with a program by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

5. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

6. Click on the Browse button to the right of the Application Awareness field.  An “Open” file 
dialog will open

7. Navigate to the folder containing the .exe file for the program you want to sync h with. 
(Only .exe files will display within the dialog.)  Click on the .exe filename for the program

8. Click Close on the Properties form and Click Save on the main page.

The program is now synchronized with your selected configuration.

To remove an Application Awareness association with a program:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to disassociate with a program by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

5. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

6. Select the name of the program in the Application Awareness field and delete it

7. Close the Properties form and Click Save on the main page

The configuration is no longer associated with the program.

Notes:

1. You can assign a configuration for use with the "desktop". The application that controls 
input while working on the desktop is “Explorer.exe” 

● To assign a configuration to the desktop, enter “Explorer.exe” in the Application 
Awareness field.

2. Operation of Application Awareness requires the IDI Configurator to be open or 
minimized in the System Tray.

Related Topics:

Making the configuration settings

Using multiple configurations with a single application
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Using Application Awareness with multiple configurations per application

IDI supports the use of multiple configurations for use with different modes of a single program.

● For example many games feature swappable character modes, and once in the game, 
you could use a different configuration for each medic, lieutenant, spy, etc.

● For an application like Photo shop, it might be convenient to use one configuration for 
editing layer styles and another for vector drawing.

How Application Awareness works with multiple configurations per program:

● When Application Awareness detects a change to the active program, it will search the 
list of configurations from the beginning and load the first (associated) configuration it 
finds, effectively ignoring any others in the list also associated. 

● Therefore you should use the first configuration in the list order as your "home" or "master" 
configuration for the program.  

● Other configurations for the program can follow in any order. 

● They must also have an Application Awareness association with the program. 

● You can bind the "change configuration" command to a button within the "home" 
and other configurations to enable manually changing between them  once you 
are working with the program.

● However, each time you start, enter, or re-enter the program, the device configuration 
will be re-set to the first associated configuration in the Configuration List Box 

Related Topics:

Setting up Application Awareness
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Using Alias files

Alias files are special “index” files that contain all the mouse, scroll, and keyboard commands 
for a game or application with their program related names and descriptions.  

Alias files are used by the Configurator to display these commands for the configuration menus.

You will need to specify an alias file for any configuration you create. 

● The default Alias file is named “Windows Aliases.txt” and contains all the OS recognized 
input commands for the mouse and keyboard. 

● You can use a different Alias file with each configuration you create, or you can use the 
default Alias file with as many as you like.

 Behind the scenes, Alias files enable the mouse, scroll and keyboard command menus of the 
Configurator to sort the commands by their program function and display the appropriate 
game or application relevant names for the selections.  

Alias files enable the commands of a PC game or application to be directly configured to the 
controls of your IDI device.

Alias files also provide related help text for each selection, which may be text, formatted .html 
documents or linked online content including multi media.

To Select an Alias file for a configuration:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to assign an Alias file by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

5. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

6. Click on the Alias File field drop down and choose an Alias file from the displayed list. 
(Only files in the Alias directory will be displayed.)

7. Click on Close on the Settings tab and Click Save on the main page. 

8. Shut down the Configurator   and re-open. 

The newly selected alias file will now be active.

Note: The default alias file for Windows OS  is “Windows Aliases.txt”. 

For Mac OSX the default file is “Aliasfile.txt” 

Related Topics:

Using session macros

Using Macro index files
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Understanding  macros and macro index files

IDI technology uses 2 kinds of "macro" files; macros files, and macro index files.

Filename Type Function

Macro.idi  ,isi macro file
(text file)

contains a complete macro (button or session) 
function; is copied to device memory

MacroFile.txt macro index file 
(tab delimited spreadsheet)

used by Configurator to display (selected) macros 
with associated help

Macros
Macros are individual disk based files that contain a complete macro function and are 
copied into device memory when assigned by the Configurator.  

● macros are located in the /macro/ subdirectory.  a "library"  where all "potential" 
macros are stored. 

● You may have many macros in this directory, but your IDI device will contain 
copies only of the macros you have specifically chosen from these.  

● Since macros are usually written for specific functions in specific games or 
applications, it's likely your macro directory could contain many macros.  

Macro.idi files are copied to device memory

● It is the saved copy of the macro in device memory that is used when you use your 
device, not the disk based file.  

● Functionality, there does not need to be a copy of a macro on the machine that 
you are using the IDI device with. 

● Once the macro is saved to the device, it can be removed from the computer.

Macro.idi files on disk are useful as  "working files" or "masters"

 However, from a practical standpoint, it is very helpful to keep your macro files on disk for 
editing, updating, and backing up the macros in your device.

Editing a macro is a "one way" process

● Once macros are read into memory, they are converted to special code and are 
no longer readable or editable.  

● Macro editing is performed  in the text file,  which is then copied to the device, 
overwriting the earlier version of the macro, and tested. 

● Depending on the results, the text file is re-edited, re-copied into memory and 
retested.

Macro index files
Macro Index files are similar to Alias files. They  are special “list” files that are used by the 
Configurator to display macros for assignment to buttons. Unless a macro index file is 
associated with a configuration, no macros will be available for assignment

Macro index files are also used as filters by the Configurator to display a subset of the 
macros in the directory when you are  working with a particular configuration.   This is used 
to selectively display the  macros  for a particular game for use by the configuration for 
that game.

The default 

GWS IDI devices ship with a default set of macros and a default MacroFile.txt for both 
Windows and Mac OSX, predictably named "MacroFile.txt".  The Configurator will assign 
MacroFile.txt by default as the macro index file for new configurations.

The macros contained are an assortment of template macros that perform useful input 
functions or demonstrate IDI features. They include detailed html help and are intended 
for use with editing and learning IDIscript.

Notes:

1. MacroFile.txt files enable macros created for a specific PC game to be configured directly to 
the controls of your IDI device, just as with consoles.

2. MacroFile.txt files also provide a way to associate extensive help for each selection, this can 
be text, local html documents or even linked online content including multi media.

Related Topics:

Assigning macros

Editing Macros 
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Using macro index files

Macro index files are used by the Configurator to display a specific list of macros to use with a 
configuration. You will need to specify a macro index file for any configuration you create. 

●  Macro index files provide the Configurator with a list of one or more macros. Without a 
macro index file assigned, no macros will display for the configuration. 

● The default macro index file is named "MacroFile.txt file” and contains a list of all the GWS 
sample macros that come with the device. 

● A macro index file is a user editable spreadsheet file. You can edit it to add or delete 
macros, and copy it to create new macro index files. 

● Macro index files must be located in the /macro/ subdirectory where all files ending in 
".txt" are recognized as macro index files.    

● You can easily add macros to the current macro index file using the "Add Macro" button 
on the Macro Menu Form

● You can use a different macro index  file with each configuration you create, or you can 
add macros to the default macro index file and use it with many configurations.

To Select a macro index file for a configuration:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to assign a macro index file by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form will pop up

5. Click on the Macro File field drop down list and choose a macro index file. Only the 
macro index  files in the /macro/ subdirectory will be displayed.

6. Close the Properties form and Click Save on the main page.

The newly selected macro index file will become active, and the listed macros will be available 
for configuration.

Note: The default macro file is called “windows macros.txt” for Windows machines, and 
macrofile.txt for Mac OSX users.

Related Topics:

Assigning macros

Editing Macros
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Adding a macro to the current macro index file

To add a macro to the current macro index file so that it can be assigned to a button:

1. Copy the macro to the /macro/ subdirectory.

2. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

3. Select the configuration you want to use the macro with by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

4. Click on the label of the button you want to assign the macro.  The Button Assignment 
Menu will open.

5. Select "Macro"

6. The Macro menu form will open.  Click on the "Add Macro" button.

7. An "Add Macro" dialog will open:

1. Click on the drop down list icon to the right of the Code File field.  A list of the 
macros in the /macro/ subdirectory will appear.  

2. Select the macro (Its usually the last in the list)

3. Click on the Name field and enter the macro name (up to 16 characters.) This will 
display as the button name when the macro is assigned to a button.

4. Click on the Brief Description field and add a short description of the macro (up to 
32 characters.) This will display on the bottom line of the button label when the 
macro is assigned to a button.

● Click on the Help field and paste or enter up to 1,024 characters of help text

● OR enter a link to an html help file using the format "FILE=helpfile.html"

● OR enter a link to an online help resource using the format 
"URL=webpageURL"

5. When complete, Click Ok on the Add Macro form. The form will close.

8. Click Ok on the Macro menu.

9. Click the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The macro has been added to the macro index file of the current configuration, and the macro 
has been assigned to the button.

Related Topics:

Editing Macros
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Using session macros

Session macros are used to make settings or run macros once per session.  Session macros 
provide "tuning" for your device settings for a particular game or application.  

Session macros become active when a configuration is first entered or opened (they do not 
require a button press).  They remain active until the configuration is exited. They set basic 
values for the configuration for "session" use with a game or application like:

● Tracking sensitivity

● Back lighting patterns for each of the Shift states used

● keyboard key  setup with macros

The session macro is a standard IDI macro, with an ending of .isi (instead of .idi)  

● Session macros are created and edited just like standard macros.  

● Session macros must be located in the /macro subdirectory to be available and display in 
the configuration setting drop down list.

To  assign a session macro to a configuration:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to assign a session macro by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the Configuration Menu

4. Select “Properties”  The Properties form for the selected configuration will pop up

5. Click on the Settings tab.  The configuration settings tab will open displaying the 
customizable options for the configuration

6. Click on the session macro field drop down and choose a session macro from the 
displayed list. (Only files in the macro directory with ".isi" file extensions will be displayed.)

7. Click on Close on the Settings tab and Click Save on the main page. 

8. Exit the configuration by clicking on another configuration and then re-enter by re-
selecting.

The  session macro will now be loaded and active for the configuration.

Related Topics:

Using back lighting patterns with Shift states

^^



Setting up Shift states

IDI technology supports a device Shift function that allows buttons to have up to 4 alternate 
commands, and for these to be selectable in real time by pressing other buttons of the device 
assigned a Shift function. 

The IDI Shift function is a button use multiplier that uses 1 or 2 buttons of a device to quadruple 
the commands of the others.

Shift functions are ideal for mouse thumb buttons and Omnimouse grip buttons as these can 
easily be pressed while pressing other buttons.

How the IDI Shift function works with device buttons and keys:

Each configuration will have 1 of 3 possible shift state settings:

● no (0) shift buttons assigned as Shift

● 1 button assigned as Shift

● 2 buttons assigned as Shifts

Shift functions can only be assigned to the normal “unshifted”  buttons.  Shift functions can 
not be assigned to "shifted" buttons.

While Shift buttons are pressed, the other buttons are "shifted" to alternate command 
outputs, if assigned.

Using the Shift selectors on the configuration title bar:

The Shift selectors located on the configuration title bar (top right corner of the window) provide 
access to the shifted command fields of the buttons once Shift states have been assigned.

● 2 Shift functions can be directly assigned to buttons: Shift 1 and Shift 2   

● A  3rd Shift is created when both Shift 1 and 2 are pressed together. (Shift 1 + Shift 2 = Shift 
3)  

When a Shift button is assigned, the appropriate Shift selector will appear colored, indicating it is 
now active.  

● The Shift selectors are toggle buttons, that is, they turn the Shift settings access on and off. 

● When you click on a Shift selector, it will display the shifted command fields for the 
buttons. These are colored for easy identification.  When you see red button labels, for 
instance, you know you are viewing the Shift 1 fields of the buttons.

● Assigning a shift button does not create  shifted assignments.  These must be separately 
programmed. There is no requirement to assign commands to the Shifted states of the 
buttons, this remains an option enabled by the shift state.

● Use the Shift  selectors to access the shifted button assignment fields to assign commands 
to the Shift states of the buttons. 

Configurator Button Label Display

Red Shift 1

Blue Shift 2

Green Shift 1 + 2 = Shift 3

Figure 11: Configurator showing Shift 1 assigned to button 4 and Shift 2 to button 6 of an Omnimouse

Setting Shift 1 and 2: an Omnimouse example

The most common assignment for the Shift buttons on the Omnimouse are:

● Button 5 = Shift 1 (Red) Its  easy to squeeze as its “covered” by the middle finger 

● Button 6 = Shift 2 (Blue) Its also easy to squeeze with the ring finger when its resting behind 
the middle finger.

● Squeeze both together for Shift 3.

Notes:

1. Usually, you will want to keep a few important buttons the same on the shifted and unshifted 
versions.  In effect, this shifts only certain buttons and keeps things fairly simple

2. Omnimouse users can program the back lighting to turn different colors or flash differently for 
the different Shift states, providing visual feedback about the current Shift state for ease of use. 
You can use the configuration session macro to specify the back lighting pattern and brightness 
that displays while each Shift state is active.

Related Topics:

Setting up Shift 1

Setting up Shift 2

Making the Shift 3 (Shift 1 + 2) assignments

Removing Shift assignments

Using session macros
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Setting up Shift 1

Assign the Shift 1 function to a button:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration that you want to use the Shift 1 function with by clicking on it in 
the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on a button (5, for example)

4. From the button assignment menu select Shift

5. Click the Save button

● The button 5 label will appear red, identifying the button as Shift 1.

● The Shift 1 selector will become highlighted red, indicating it is now active.

Click on the Shift 1 Selector to access the Shift 1 button fields:

1. Click on the red active Shift 1 selector on the top title bar

2. The button labels turn red, indicating they are the Shift 1 fields for the buttons

3. Click on the button labels as desired and assign commands.  These commands will be 
active when button 5 is squeezed. The original commands will remain  active when 
button 5 is not squeezed.

Figure 12: Configurator displaying the Shift 1 button fields for an Omnimouse with button 5 assigned to Shift 1

Related Topics:

Setting up Shift 2

Making the Shift 3 (Shift 1 + 2) assignments

Removing Shift assignments

Using session macros
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Setting up Shift 2

Assign the Shift 2 function to a button:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut, then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration that you want to use the Shift 2 function with by clicking on it in 
the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar. 
The Shift 1 function must already be assigned to another button.  In this example it is 
assigned to button 5. 

3. Click on a button (6, for example)

4. From the button assignment menu select Shift

5. Click the Save button

● The button 6 label will appear blue, identifying that the  button is now the Shift 2 function

● The Shift 2 selector will become highlighted blue, indicating it is now active.

Click on the Shift 2 Selector to toggle On the Shift 2 button fields:

1. Click on the blue active Shift 2 selector on the top title bar

2. The button labels turn blue, indicating you have accessed the Shift 1 fields for the buttons

3. Click on the button labels and assign commands as desired.  These commands will be 
active when button 6 is squeezed. The original commands will remain  active when 
buttons 5 and 6 are not squeezed.

Figure 13: Configurator displaying the Shift 2 button fields for an Omnimouse with button 5 assigned to Shift 1 and button 5 
assigned to Shift 2

Related Topics:

Setting up Shift 1

Making the Shift 3 (Shift 1 + 2) assignments

Removing Shift assignments

Using session macros
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Setting up Shift 3 (1 + 2)

_____C  Setting  up Shift 3 (Shift 2 + Shift 3)

Once a Shift 1 and Shift 2 button is assigned within a configuration, Shift 3 also becomes active. 

Click on the Shift 1 AND Shift 2 Selectors to access the Shift 1+2 button fields:

1. Click on the red active Shift 1 selector on the top title bar

2. Click on the blue active Shift 2 selector on the top title bar. Both Shift selectors will turn 
green, indicating they are now selecting the Shift 1+2 fields.

3. The button labels turn green, indicating they are the Shift 1+2 fields for the buttons

4. Click on the button labels and assign commands as desired.  These commands will be 
active (in this example) when buttons 5 and 6 are squeezed. The original commands will 
remain  active when buttons 5 and 6 are not squeezed.

Figure 14: Configurator displaying the button assignment fields for Shift 1 + 2

Related Topics:

Setting up Shift 1

Setting up Shift 2

Removing Shift assignments

Using session macros
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Removing Shifts from a configuration

You can remove a Shift button assignment using the Remove Assignment command on the 
Button Assignment Menu.

To remove a Shift button assignment:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to remove the Shift assignment from by clicking on it in 
the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the label for the Shift button to be removed.

4. Select “Remove Assignment" from the Button Assignment Menu that pops up.

5. Click the highlighted Save button on the main page

The shift button assignment will be removed, and the related shift assignments for the other 
button are deleted.  The button can now be reassigned another command.

Note: 

There are  2 shift commands assignable to buttons, these must be removed independently. 
When both Shifts are assigned in a configuration, the removal options are as follows:

● If both Shift 1 and 2 are assigned, and the Shift 2 assignment is removed, the Shift 2 
assignment can then be reassigned to another button.

● However, If both Shift 1 and 2 are assigned, and the Shift 1 assignment is removed, the 
Shift 2 assignments will remain, and the Shift 1 command can not be reassigned.  This 
preserves the existing Shift 2 assignments.  To reassign Shift 1 you must remove both Shift 
assignments.

Related Topics:

Setting up Shift 1

Setting up Shift 2

Making the Shift 3 (Shift 1 + 2) assignments
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Making the Button assignments

You can bind any button of your IDI device to a mouse, scroll, or keyboard command, as well 
as special IDI Shift functions and macros.

Using the Button Assignment Menu

● Assigning mouse commands  

● Assigning keyboard commands  

● Assigning scroll commands  

● Assigning Shift states to a configuration  

● Assigning macros  

● Viewing button help  
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Using the Button Assignment Menu

You can make a variety of assignments to a button using the Button Assignment Menu.

To make a button assignment:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration for which you want to make the button assignment by clicking 
on it in the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a 
yellow bar.

3. On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to configure.  The 
Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select the desired assignment from the menu

5. Depending on the selection, another menu will open listing the available assignments for 
the command type selected.

6. Select an assignment from this menu, and click Close.

7. Click on the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The button assignment is saved and the button will now supply the selected function.

Figure 14: The Configurator main page showing the Button Assignment Menu.

Related Topics:
● Assigning mouse commands  

● Assigning keyboard commands  

● Assigning scroll commands  

● Assigning Shift states to a configuration  

● Assigning macros  

● Viewing button help  
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Using button help

The IDI Configurator supports help information display for each button assignment selection, 
whether it is a mouse, keyboard or scroll command or a macro.  This help text is displayed in the 
help window on the right side of each related menu when the command is selected for 
assignment.

The help information may include special in-game or application tips about using the 
command, and in the case of macros can contain both instructions for use and for editing.

When you assign a selection to a button, the related help information is also saved in the 
device with the button command or macro.  The information saved is either text (up to 1,024 
characters), or a hyperlink to a .html help document.  present in the /html/ subdirectory, or a 
URL link to an online document or resource. If the linked document is online, both the host 
website and the user need to be active online to view the material.

To view the help for an assigned button:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to display the button help for by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the button label for the button and select "Show Button Help".  A help form will 
pop up displaying the related help information.

● If the help information is text saved in memory (up to 1,025 characters), it will be 
displayed directly.

● If the help information is a linked html document, the document will display, 
provided it is located in the /html/ sub folder

● If the help information is a linked online resource, it will display, provided the host 
site is up and the user is online.

Figure 15: Configurator with Button 1 ("drop item") help displayed (a linked online web resource)

Related Topics:

Alias file support

Using the Button Assignment Menu
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Clearing a button assignment

You can clear a button so that it does not perform any function when pressed.  

To clear a button of any assignment:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration you want to clear the button in by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. Click on the label for the button.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select "Remove Assignment"

5. Click on the highlighted Save button on the main form.

The button has been cleared of any previous assignments and will not perform any function 
when pressed.  It can be reassigned at any time.

Related Topics:

Using the Button Assignment Menu
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Assigning  mouse commands

You can assign any of the standard Windows or Mac mouse functions to buttons of your IDI 
device. Once assigned, the device button will operate as system mouse button.

To assign a system mouse function to a button:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration for which you want to assign the mouse button function by 
clicking on it in the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on 
a yellow bar.

3. On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to assign the mouse 
button function.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select Mouse. The Mouse Functions menu will pop up. 

● The Mouse Functions window is split vertically.

● The left section shows the mouse commands available for selection 

● The right section displays help for the currently highlighted selection

5. Select the mouse  button function you wish to assign to the button by clicking on it.  The 
function will appear in a highlighted yellow band, and the related help information will 
display.

6. Click "Ok" on the Mouse Functions Menu.

7. Click the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The device button will now operate as the selected system mouse function when pressed. 

Related Topics:

Understanding the Windows mouse button functions
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Understanding the Windows mouse button functions

The Windows operating systems supports 6 mouse button implementations. You can assign any 
of these to an IDI device button.

left click 

 Called the "left click" because it is usually assigned to the left-most button of right handed mice 
(not the case for the Omnimouse which is reversed), the left click is the main selection button for 
both Windows and Mac operating systems.  

For most right handed people using the R2 mouse, the rightmost buttons are the "home" position 
buttons  which are most natural for the left click function. 

Buttons  3, 4, and 5 of the Omnimouse are all convenient buttons to assign this primary function.

Left click (double)

 A double left click is two left clicks in quick succession.  The double left click is recognized by 
Windows as the "Open" command.  This assignment is an "automatic" double left click.  Once it 
is assigned to a button you only have to tap it once to get a normal full double click.

There is a "master" control for the double click under the Windows Mouse control panel that 
allows you to set the "speed" at which the clicks are recognized as a double click event.  This is 
a great setting that lets you sync Windows to recognize your preferred double click speed.

Right click

The right click command, was so named in the 1970s because mice of the era had only two 
buttons, and the "right click"   function was synonymous with the button on the right.  The right 
click is used in Windows and Mac OS10 to pop up an Alternate Menu with a selection of  
commonly used commands.  This menu is context sensitive and is the usual mode for 
applications to supply primary commands. 

The menu pops up on the release, (not the press) of the button. 

Once the menu is displayed, you can use the same right click button (or the left click button) to 
make selections from the menu

Mouse 3

Originally, the Mouse 3 function in the Windows system was called the "middle button".  This was 
a reference to the fact that the mice of the era (late 70s) featured up to 3 buttons, and the 
Mouse 3 function was located by default on the middle button of the set.

The Windows Mouse 3 button was introduced around the same time the scroll wheel began to 
appear on desktop mice.  The  scroll wheel implementation is not a mouse button but a 
separate button with its own mousewheelup and mousewheeldown commands.  Microsoft 
chose to implement Mouse 3 in Windows as a "substitute" scroll implementation that enabled 
mice without (the new) scroll wheels to scroll. 

Mouse 3 remains an elegant 2 or 4 way scroll implementation that uses the motion of the mouse 
to create a variable speed toggle scroll.  It is supported by Windows and works in most Windows 
applications, though not all.  In applications like spreadsheets, it will scroll in all 4 directions. 
Applications like games that do not use it directly use it as an alias bind for other program 
functions, and it remains a valuable mouse command.

Mouse 4

As mice evolved there became room for a 4th button and Microsoft created a Button 4 mouse 
function.  It is used natively in Windows as the "Back" button for the Internet Explorer and most 
other browsers also use if for this function.  In all other applications Mouse 4 is used as an "bind" 
or alias for another program function.

Mouse 5

The first mice manufacturers to add thumb buttons to mice created the opportunity for another 
mouse button and this became Button 5 under Windows where it is assigned the "Forward" 
browse function in Internet Explorer.  (And is similarly assigned in most other browsers. ) Again, its 
used within other applications as a "bind" for an application specific functions that can be used 
from a mouse.

Mouse 6

The Windows operating system  supports a Mouse 6 button function.     Although it has no 
specific command function under Windows, it is commonly used within programs (like Mouse  3, 
4, & 5) as an alias bind, an operating system command that is translated to perform some 
application specific function.  

Related Topics:

Assigning mouse commands
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Using the Mouse 3 universal scroll

To scroll with the Mouse 3 Universal scroll:

1. Press the button assigned to Mouse 3 once (it is a toggle function) to turn on the scroll.

A fixed Circular scroll icon replaces the cursor and a movable  "scrolling arrow icon" 
appears nearby.  

● The scrolling arrow is movable, moved by the mouse movement.  

● The circular scroll icon does not move, 

● The scrolling arrow can move around it, and the page scrolls (underneath) it.

● Moving it "above" the circular icon cause the page to scroll up.

● Moving it "below the circular icon cause the page to scroll down

● The greater distance between the scrolling arrow and the circular scroll icon, 
the faster the page will scroll.

2. Scroll by moving the mouse to move the scroll arrow in relation to the circular scroll 
icon.

3. To stop scrolling, tap the button assigned the Mouse 3 command a second time to turn 
off the scroll.

Figure 16: The Mouse 3 Scroll Icon and its scrolling arrow

Note:  In addition to Mouse 3 and the system Scroll up and Scroll Down commands, IDI devices 
can use macro-based scroll scripts to scroll in ways not possible with standard scroll wheels.  See 
the 8 Way scroll, Wiggle Scroll, Button Scroll, Accel Scroll and others available from the scroll 
menu.

Related Topics:

Assigning mouse commands

Understanding the Windows mouse button functions
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Assigning scroll commands

Although the Omnimouse and Fragpedal IDI do not contain conventional mechanical scroll 
wheels, they support scrolling commands assigned to buttons, and macro scripted scrolling that 
can create powerful scrolling implementations not possible with scroll wheels.

There are 3 basic types of scroll implementations supported by IDI:

● The Mouse 3 scroll.  The Universal Scroll implemented by Microsoft is an complete scroll 
solution that can be assigned to a single button.

● Mouse wheel "button" scrolling  IDI can use the same scroll commands sent by scroll 
wheels to enable a button press to send these at any desired speed.  Pressing a button 
has the same effect as moving the scroll wheel at some rate. This type of scroll 
implementation requires 2 buttons for a full implementation of up and down scrolling.  In 
practice this is a simple method of scrolling that requires less effort than using a scroll 
wheel.

● Macro scripted scrolling.  IDI macros can create sophisticated scroll implementations that 
can deliver accelerated bi-directional scrolling from a single button, or even without a 
button. (Wiggle scroll)  IDI macro scripted scrolling enables scrolling performance and 
customizations without limit.

To assign a scroll function to a button:
1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 

shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration for which you want to assign the scroll function by clicking on it in 
the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to assign the scroll 
function.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select Scroll. The Scroll Functions menu will pop up. 

● The Scroll Functions window is split vertically in twp  sections. 

● In the left section, a list of the scroll commands available is selectable. 

● The right section displays help for the currently highlighted scroll  selection

5. Select the scroll for assignment by clicking on it.  It will appear in a highlighted yellow 
band, and the related help information will display.

6. Click "Ok" on the Scroll Functions Menu.

7. Click the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The scroll function is now assigned to the button.  Pressing the button will enable scrolling.

Figure 17: The Configurator Scroll commands menu form

Related Topics:

Using the Mouse 3 Universal Scroll
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Assigning keyboard commands

Your IDI device can produce any type of program recognized keyboard input.

● Assigning a key press to a button  

● Assigning a key combo to a button  

● Assigning typing to a button  
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Assigning a key press to a button

You can assign a keyboard key press to a device button such that pressing the button has the 
same effect as pressing the key.  If you press it for a short tap, it will "type" a single instance of 
the key.  If you hold it down longer, (for most keys) this will cause the character to repeat. This 
"repeating" is a function of PC keyboards called the typematic rate.  

To assign a key press to a button:
8. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 

shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

9. Select the configuration for which you want to assign the key press function by clicking on 
it in the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow 
bar.

10.On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to assign the key 
press.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

11.Select Keyboard. The Keyboard Functions menu will pop up. 

12.The Keyboard Functions window is split vertically in twp  sections. 

13. In the left section, a scrolling list of the keyboard keys is selectable. 

14.The right section displays help for the currently highlighted keyboard selection

15.Scroll the list as needed to locate the key press you wish to assign to the button.  (There 
are also key combos for assignment at the bottom of the list.) Select the key press by 
clicking on it.  It will appear in a highlighted yellow band, and the related help 
information will display.

16.Click "Ok" on the Keyboard Functions Menu.

17.Click the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The button will now press the related keyboard key when pressed. 

Note:  Depending on the alias file associating with the configuration, the keyboard keys may 
display differently from the example above, which uses the default aliasfile.txt. 

● Program based alias files will display the mouse and keyboard input commands with their 
program names and organized by their in-program use.

Keyboard keys you may assign to a button press:

lower case "typing" keys
a b c d e f g h

i j k l m n o p

q r s t u v w x

y z 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 0 Return/ Enter Escape Backspace Tab

Space ` - = [ ] \  ;

' , . /

Upper Case "typing" keys

! @ # $ % ^ & *

( ) ~ _ + { } |

: " < > ?

These keys are "pre-shifted", all you have to do is assign them to a button.  When pressed, these 
characters will "type" directly without any need to use th e shift key.

"Other" Keys
Caps 
Lock

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

F9 F10 F11 F12 Print 
Screen

Scroll 
Lock

Pause Insert Home

Page Up Delete End Page 
Down

Right 
Arrow

left Arrow Down 
Arrow

Up Arrow

Modifier Keys

Left Ctrl Left Shift Left Alt Left Windows

Right Ctrl Right Shift Right Alt Right Windows

Modifier keys are keys that signal special operations.  There is a left and right set of:

● Ctrl - Used in combination with keys like "c" "x" and "v" to start special operations like copy

● Shift - Shifts the "typing" keys to their upper case values.  Also used in key combos

● ALT - Used in combination with keys like "F" "S" and "E" to open menus. 

● Windows - By itself it opens the Start Menu. Its also used in combination with various 
"typing" keys to perform Windows related functions.

Most programs don't specify a "side" for the modifiers, and either side will work fine. Your IDI 
device supports the right/left pairs separately.  

● Left Ctrl + C = Copy          Right Ctrl + C = Copy        // both work fine

Key Pad Keys

Num Lock 
and Clear

/1 * - + ENTER

1 and End 2 and Down 
Arrow

3 and 
PageDn

4 and Left 
Arrow

5 6 and Right 
Arrow

7 and Home 8 and Up 
Arrow

9 and 
PageUp

0 and Insert . and Delete

Figure 18: Keyboard Functions Menu

Related Topics:
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Assigning a key combo to a button

You can assign a combination key press ("key combo") to a button such that pressing the 
button sends the key combo.  Key combos are commonly use by games and applications to 
trigger special program functions.

When a key combo is assigned to a button, pressing the button has the same effect as pressing 
the related keys of the key combo. IDI key combos can contain up to 4 modifier keys and    1 
standard key.   (Key combos specified by macros have no constraints and can include 
"adjacent keys" for key combo "chords")

There are two methods to assign a key combo to an IDI device button:

If the key combo is listed in the configuration alias file:

● Locate and select the key combo with the Keyboard Function Menu  

If the key combo is not listed in the configuration alias file it can be created on the fly:

1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration to which you want to assign the key combo function by clicking 
on it in the Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a 
yellow bar.

3. On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to assign the key 
combo.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select Custom Key Combo. The Custom Key Combo form will pop up. 

5. The form will recognize the key combo if you press it now.  It will "wait" until you press at 
least one modifier and one standard key.  Manually enter the key combo you want the 
button to press.

● When you press a key combo, the form will respond by presenting the "typed" 
name of the keys it has detected pressed.  If the keys pressed are correctly 
displayed, click the Ok button.

6. The button label will display the key combo as recognized above, the bottom label will 
display "Custom Key Combo". Click on the highlighted Save button on the main page.

The key combo is now programmed to the button.

Hint: Key combos can be used for functions like Ctr+C, or also in-game to crouch and zoom, for 
example.

Related Topics:

Assigning keyboard commands
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Assigning typing to a button

You can assign a  "typing" operation to a button such that when the button is pressed, a series 
of key presses is sent that produces a typed word phrase, or sentence. 

This is not a paste operation, the text characters are sent  sequentially and the speed is 
adjustable from 5 to 300 words per minute.

The IDI "typing" function is an example of an IDI function contained in a simple button macro.

To assign typing to a button:

1. Create a macro to type the message.

1. Copy the 0___AFOGWS1Omni TypeText.idi macro file and rename the copy to 
whatever name you prefer for the new macro.  The filename must use the .idi file 
extension, and the file must be located in the /macro/ subdirectory.

2. Open the macro for editing and edit to replace the typed text with the text you wish to 
type.  Save the file

2. Assign the macro to a button.

1. Add the macro to the macro index file

2. Assign the macro to a button.

Related Topics:

Editing Macros
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Assigning a macro to a button

Macros provide  unique, specialized  input command sequences  for games and applications. 
Macros  flexibly translate the power of IDI to fit any input requirement. 

● Macros are simple text files containing scripts that cause the IDI Virtual Runtime Engine to 
create input triggers and  send program commands.  

● Macros provide command leverage, a single button press activating a macro can 
accomplish many input actions. 

● Macros are  usually made for specific games or applications and are used with device 
configurations that you  set up for these programs. 

● IDI macros convert standard device button into a variety of multi-command button 
"types"  using timing, counting and gesture recognition functions

When you can assign a macro to a button, it controls:

● How the button works

● As a toggle button by counting its presses and sending one command on the even 
presses and another on the odd.

● As a timer button by timing how long you press it and sending different commands 
for different length presses.

● As a gesture-aware button by watching the mouse movement after it is pressed 
and sending one command if the mouse moves to the right and a different 
command if the mouse moves to the left.

● As a keyboard-aware button that sends one command if a specified keyboard key 
is down and a different command if the same keyboard key is up.

● What the button sends

● A single command like a key press or button press

● A combination of mouse and keyboard commands

● A series of timed input commands that automate a program or game operation

● device control functions that change the settings of an IDI device operation.

To assign a macro  to a device button:
1. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 

shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

2. Select the configuration in which you want to use the macro by clicking on it in the 
Configuration List Box. The configuration name should be displayed on a yellow bar.

3. On the main page,  click on the button label for the button you want to assign the 
macro.  The Button Assignment Menu will pop up.

4. Select Macro. The Macro menu will pop up. 

5. The Macro window is split vertically in twp  sections. 

6. In the left section, a list of the macros available is selectable. 

7. The right section displays help for the currently highlighted macro.

8. Select the macro for assignment by clicking on it.  It will appear in a highlighted yellow 
band, and the related help information will display.

9. Click "Ok" on the Macro Menu.

10.Click the highlighted Save button on the main page. The flash memory will perform a 
save.

11.The macro is now assigned to the button.  The button will operate as scripted, usually 
recognizing multiple triggers for which it sends different specified commands.

Note: For free macros and help with macro editing, check the forum at IDImama.com

Related Topics:

Using Macro index files

Understanding the IDI macro file types

^^



Editing macros is easy

IDI macro editing is relatively simple, you use a basic test editor, and you can test and re-edit 
your macro code changes instantly with your plugged IDI device and the Configurator.

To set up your editing session:

1. Open the C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\macro folder.

2. Select a macro to test, and double click on it. (If you haven't "associated" the "idi" file 
type, you should do so that it is opened by default by Notepad or other preferred "basic" 
text editor.)

3. The macro is now open in the text editor.  Make your edit to the macro and save the 
file with the text editor.  If you are editing an included sample template macro, you can 
view the editing notes for the macro when it is selected.  The editing notes clarify what 
changes can be made to customize the macro using highlighted text and a legend for 
the highlighting.

4. Open the Configurator by double clicking on the Tray icon, or clicking on the desktop 
shortcut and then double clicking the Tray icon

5. Click on the button you wish to load the test macro to open the Button Assignment 
Menu.  Select "Macro" and when the macro selection window opens, select the macro 
you have just edited.

6. Press Save and the macro is now on the button.  Test to verify that the edit was as 
desired.  If you made an error in the edit, the Configurator will present an error message 
when you press the SAVE button.  The error message will refer to the "syntax error" in the 
macro, and you can then locate it in the version of the macro currently in the text editor.

7. Usually the process of editing and testing requires several cycles. Once the macro is 
assigned to the button, you will open the macro menu and re-select it as in Step 5 above.

● The Configurator will "notice" if the code has been edited, and the SAVE button will 
be highlighted to enable the new version of the macro to be re-saved to the 
button.

8. To continue editing and testing the macro, repeat steps 5 to 7.

Related Topics:

Understanding the IDI macro file types

Using Macro index files

Assigning macros
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Setting the keyboard typematic rate

To set the keyboard typematic repeat and delay properties:

1. Click on the START button

2. Click on the "Control Panel" icon or selection

3. Click on the "Keyboard" icon or selection

4. The system Keyboard Properties form will open.  Adjust the delay and repeat rate to 
your preference.  Press Apply to save your settings.

Your keyboard delay and repeat properties are reset to your new values.

Related Topics:

Assigning typing to a button

^^
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